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Abstract. This paper presents a method for extractive multi-document
summarization that explores a two-phase clustering approach. First, sen-
tences are clustered by similarity, and one sentence per cluster is selected,
to reduce redundancy. Then, in order to group them according to top-
ics, those sentences are clustered considering the collection of keywords.
Additionally, the summarization process further includes a sentence sim-
plification step, which aims not only to create simpler and more incisive
sentences, but also to make room for the inclusion of relevant content in
the summary as much as possible.

Keywords: Multi-document summarization, sentence clustering, sen-
tence simplification.

1 Introduction

Automatic text summarization is the process of creating a summary from one
or more input text(s) through a computer program. It seeks to combine several
goals: (1) the preservation of the idea of the input texts; (2) the selection of the
most relevant content of the texts; (3) the reduction of eventual redundancy;
and (4) the organization of the final summary. While meeting these demands, it
must be ensured that the final summary complies with the desired compression
rate. This is, thus, a complex task to be accomplished by a human let alone a
computer.

This paper presents a multi-document summarization system, simba, that
receives a collection of texts and retrieves an extract summary, that is, a text
composed by sentences obtained from the source texts. The main goals of multi-
document summarization are tackled through a double clustering approach,
which includes a similarity clustering phase and a keyword clustering phase.
Redundancy is addressed by clustering all the sentences based on a measure of
similarity. Afterwards, the sentences are assembled by topics, using the keywords
retrieved from the collection of texts. This approach impacts on the content of
the final summary. On the one hand, the similarity clustering ensures that this
content is not repetitive. On the other hand, the keyword clustering assures the
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selection of the most relevant content, the preservation of the idea of the in-
put texts, and the organization of the final summary. Furthermore, this system
includes a step of sentence simplification, at the end of its processing pipeline,
which aims at producing simpler and more incisive sentences, thus allowing that
more relevant content enters the summary. Finally, an automatic evaluation of
simba is presented.

From now on, this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview
of automatic summarization systems that inspired our work; Section 3 describes
our multi-document summarization system; Section 4 reports on the system
evaluation; and, finally, the conclusions in Section 5.

2 Related Work

The summarization process comprises typically three stages: analysis, transfor-
mation and synthesis [11].

The analysis phase processes the input text(s) and builds an internal rep-
resentation of those text(s). Typical steps include tokenization, part-of-speech
annotation, lemmatization, or stop-words removal. Also, in this phase, the in-
formation units (sentences) to be handled in the next phases are identified.

The transformation phase aims to handle the sentences and to identify
the ones that are the most relevant within the input text(s). Each sentence is
assigned a score. In many summarization systems, measures of significance of
the sentence are calculated over the text(s) to determine each sentence score.

These measures of significance can be in the form of reward metrics or penalty
metrics, that take into account features related to the sentence or the words
composing it. The reward ones assign positive scores to the sentences, while
penalty metrics remove values from the sentence scores.

The keyword method was proposed in [9], and assumes that more frequent
words in a document indicate the topic discussed, so that more frequent words
are assigned with reward values. [5] experimented the cue method (sentences with
cue words are relevant); the location method (sentences in specific positions are
important); finally, the title method (words in the title are keywords of the text).

In fact, the most used score measure has been tf-idf (Term Frequency × In-
verse Document Frequency). Sentences containing frequent or highly infrequent
terms are more likely to be significant in the global context of the collection of
texts.

Vocabulary overlap measures are also used to define sentence scores. The Dice
coefficient [4], the Jaccard index [6], and the Cosine similarity coefficient compute
a similarity metric between pairs of sentences, determining a relation between
them. For instance, to, along with other features, define the sentence score, [13]
computes the overlap between each sentence and the first sentence of the text,
which, in news articles, is considered one of the most important sentences. Yet,
[15] computes the overlap between each sentence and the document title, in order
to reward the sentences that have a high degree of similarity with the title.
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The reward metrics are both suitable for single- or multi-document summa-
rization. However, multi-document summarization represents new challenges.
Beyond selecting the most salient information which represents the collection
of documents, removing the redundancy present in the texts is another challeng-
ing issue to overcome.

Many works addressed these challenges by trying new metrics of word or sen-
tence significance. The Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) [3] is a linear com-
bination metric that relates query-relevance with information-novelty. It strives
to reduce redundancy while considers query relevance to select the appropriate
passages to be part of the summary.

After determining the sentence scores, penalty metrics can be computed to
refine each score. The most common penalty metric is sentence length. Sentences
with less than ten words are considered too small and conveying limited informa-
tion, so that a predefined score value is removed from the sentence score. [8] used
another metric, the stigma words penalty. Sentences starting with conjunctions,
question marks, pronouns such as “he”/“she”/“they”, and the verb “say” and
its derivatives are penalized. Finally, the text publication date can either be a
reward or a penalty metric, whether the text is a recent one or not.

Once all the sentences in the text(s) have been scored, the generation phase
aims to order those sentences and to select the ones that will compose the final
summary, seeking to fulfill the compression rate. Typically, the sentences are
ordered considering their score. The ones with the highest score are selected
until the compression rate is attained.

3 The SIMBA System

simba is an extractive multi-document summarizer for the Portuguese language.
It receives a collection of Portuguese texts, from any domain, and produces
informative summaries, for a generic audience. The length of the summaries is
determined by a compression rate value that is submitted by the user. It performs
summarization by using a shallow yet efficient approach that relies on statistical
features computed over the text elements.

Summarization is performed by executing five main stages: identification,
matching, filtering, reduction, and presentation. These stages are described in
the following sections. These five stages can be enclosed in the three generic
phases of summarization mentioned above, as identification is a step of the anal-
ysis phase; matching and filtering are stages of the transformation phase; and,
finally, reduction and presentation are included in the synthesis phase.

3.1 Identification

The identification stage is executed in two phases. The first phase handles the
documents submitted by the user, converts them into the same format and
removes the existing noise.
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Once the documents are in the same format, texts are accessible to be pro-
cessed automatically. Afterwards, a set of shallow processing tools for Por-
tuguese, LX-Suite [2], is used to annotate the texts. Sentence and paragraph
boundaries are identified and words are tagged, with its corresponding POS
and lemmata. Also, for each sentence, a parse tree, representing the sentence
syntactic structure, is built by LX-Parser [14].

Henceforth, the collection of texts is handled as a set of sentences.

3.2 Matching

The matching stage aims to identify relevant information in the collection of
texts. First, sentence scores are computed. Then, sentences are clustered by sim-
ilarity to remove redundancy within the collection. Finally, sentences are clus-
tered by keywords to identify the ones that have the most relevant information.

It is important to note here that in our summarization process we consider
three types of scores: the main score, the extra score and the complete score. The
main score reflects the sentence relevance in the overall collection of sentences.
The extra score is used in the summarization process to reward or penalize the
sentences, by adding or removing predefined score values.1 The complete score
is the sum of these two scores.

Computing Sentence Main Score. Once the sentences and the words have been
identified, tf-idf score is computed for each word, by considering its lemma.
The sentence main score is then the sum of the tf-idf score of each word,
smoothed by the total number of words in the sentence.

Clustering Sentences by Similarity. In order to identify redundant sentences,
conveying the same information, the next step aims to cluster sentences, consid-
ering their degree of similarity.

The similarity between two sentences (Equation 3) comprises two dimensions,
computed considering the word lemmas: the sentences subsequences (Equation
1) and the word overlap (Equation 2).

The subsequences value is inspired in ROUGE-L and consists in the sum of
the number of words in all the subsequences common to each sentence, smoothed
by the total number of words of each sentence being considered, and divided by
the total number of subsequences found between the two sentences. The overlap
value is computed using the Jaccard index [6].

The similarity value is the average of both these values: the overlap and the
subsequences value. It is then confronted with a predefined threshold – similarity
threshold2 –, initially set to 0.75, determining that sentences must have at least
75% of common words or subsequences to be considered as conveying the same
information.
1 The predefined value is set to 0.1, both for the reward and the penalty values. This
value has been determined empirically, through a set of experiments.

2 This threshold was determined empirically, using a set of experiments, since there is
no reference for such a value for the Portuguese language.
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subsequences(s1, s2) =

∑
i

(
subsequencei
totalWordss1

+
subsequencei
totalWordss2

)

totalSubsequences
(1)

overlap(s1, s2) =

∑
commonWords(s1, s2)

totalWordss1 + totalWordss2 −∑
commonWords(s1, s2)

(2)

similarity(s1, s2) =
subsequences(s1, s2) + overlap(s1, s2)

2
(3)

overlap(s1, s2) – number of overlapping words between the two sentences.

subsequence(s1, s2) – number of overlapping words in the subsequences between the two sentences.

commonWords(s1, s2) – common words between the two sentences.

totalWordssi – total words in the sentence i.

subsequencei – number of words of the subsequence i.

totalSubsequences – number of subsequences between the two sentences.

Two examples are discussed below. Taking into account this threshold, the
sentences in the following example are considered to be similar.

Sentence#1: Sentence#2:

A casa que os Maias vieram habitar
em Lisboa, no outono de 1875, era con-
hecida pela casa do Ramalhete.

A casa que os Maias vieram habitar, no
outono de 1875, era conhecida pela casa
do Ramalhete.

The house in Lisbon to which the Maias moved
in the autumn of 1875, was known as the Casa
do Ramalhete.

The house to which the Maias moved in the au-
tumn of 1875, was known as the Casa do Ra-
malhete.

Overlap Subsequences Similarity Value

0.89 0.95 0.92

These sentences share most of the words, but there is a leap (“em Lisboa”)
between Sentence#1 and Sentence#2. Both the overlap and the subsequences
values are high, because these two sentences share most of their words. So, as
the similarity value is high (0.92), the sentences are considered similar.

The two sentences in the following example are not similar though having
many words in common.

Sentence#1: Sentence#2:

A casa que os Maias vieram habitar em
Lisboa, no outono de 1875, era conhecida
pela casa do Ramalhete.

A casa que os Maias vieram habitar em
Lisboa, no outono de 1875, era conhecida
na vizinhança da Rua de S. Francisco de
Paula, pela casa do Ramalhete ou simples-
mente o Ramalhete.

The house in Lisbon to which the Maias moved
in the autumn of 1875, was known as the Casa
do Ramalhete.

The house in Lisbon to which the Maias moved
in the autumn of 1875, was known in Rua S.
Francisco de Paula, as the Casa do Ramalhete
or, more simply, as Ramalhete.

Overlap Subsequences Similarity Value

0.59 0.79 0.69
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Despite Sentence#1 is contained in Sentence#2, both sentences are considered
not to be similar, since their similarity value is below the threshold.

Afterwards, the sentences are actually clustered considering their similarity
value. A cluster is composed by a collection of sentences, a similarity value, and
a centroid – the highest scored sentence in the collection of values.

The algorithm starts with a empty set of clusters. All sentences in the collec-
tion of texts are considered. The first sentence of the collection creates the first
cluster. Then, each sentence in the collection of sentences is compared with the
sentences already clustered. For each cluster, the similarity value is computed
between the current sentence being compared and all the sentences in the collec-
tion of sentences of each cluster. The similarity value considered is the one that
is the highest between the current sentence and all the sentences in the collection
of sentences. Then, if the similarity value is higher than the already mentioned
similarity threshold, the sentence will be added to the current cluster.

When a sentence is added to a cluster, its centroid must be updated. If the
score of the sentence being added is higher than the centroid one, the newly
added sentence becomes the centroid of the cluster. Also, each centroid is given
an extra score value (0.1), which is subtracted from the sentences which are
replaced as centroids.

Finally, if all the clusters have been considered, and the sentence was not
added to any cluster, a new cluster with this sentence is created.

Once the procedure is finished, sentences with redundant information are
grouped in the same cluster and the one with the highest score (the centroid)
represents all sentences in the cluster.

Clustering Sentences by Keywords. After identifying similar sentences, the cen-
troids of each similarity cluster are selected to be clustered by keywords. The
sentences contained in the collection of values of each cluster are ignored, and
will not be clustered in this phase, since they have been considered redundant.

Our system produces a generic summary, so it is not focused on a specific
matter. Thus, the keywords that represent the global topic within the collection
of texts are identified.

Keywords are determined in three steps. The first step selects the potential
keywords in the complete collection of words present in all texts. Words such as
clitics, and contractions are ignored, filtering out words with little discriminative
power. The list with candidate keywords is constructed containing common and
proper names, since these words are the ones that identify ideas or themes. To
be added to this list, words are compared considering their lemmas, to ensure
that the words in the collection are unique. The second step orders this list,
containing the words which are candidates to be keywords, by the word score.
Finally, a predefined number of keywords is retrieved in order to build the final

set of keywords. We define k, the number of keywords, as k =
√

N
2 , where N is

the total number of words in the collection of documents.
Afterwards, sentences are clustered based on these keywords. The procedure

starts by retrieving from the similarity clusters all its centroids. In this phase,
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a cluster is identified by a keyword, and contains a centroid (a sentence), and a
collection of values (the sentences related to the keyword). The algorithm that
clusters sentences by keywords is an adapted version of the K-means algorithm
[10], and follows the steps described below:

1. Choose the number of clusters, k, defined by the number of keywords previ-
ously selected;

2. Create the initial clusters, represented by each keyword obtained;
3. Consider each sentence:

(a) Compute the occurrences of each keyword in the sentence;
(b) Assign the current sentence to the cluster whose keyword occurs more

often;
4. Recompute the cluster centroid. If the current sentence has more occurrences

of the keyword than the previous centroid sentence had, the newly added
sentence becomes the cluster centroid;

5. If the sentence does not contain any keywords, it is added to a specific set
of sentences which do not have any keyword (“no-keyword” set);

6. Recompute the set of keywords if:
(a) All the sentences have been considered;
(b) The “no-keyword” set contains new sentences.

7. Repeat previous steps (2 – 6) while the “no-keyword” set of sentences remains
different in consecutive iterations.

As in the similarity algorithm, each centroid is assigned with an extra score value.
When the centroid is changed, the extra scores of the current centroid and of
the previous centroid are updated. In addition, an extra score is also assigned
to the sentences in the clusters that represent the original set of keywords.

Finally, sentences in the “no-keyword” set are ignored, while the ones that
have been clustered are considered in the next phases.

3.3 Filtering

In this phase, the sentences that have been clustered by keywords are considered.
The ones that have less than ten words are penalized and an extra score value is
subtracted from their extra score. However, the sentences that have more than
ten words are assigned with an extra score value.

The complete score, defined in Equation 4, is used to rank all the sentences:

completeScore = scores + extraScores (4)

So, sentences are ranked by their complete score, defining the order of the sen-
tences to be chosen to be part of the final summary.

3.4 Reduction

The reduction process aims at reducing the original content to produce a sum-
mary containing simpler and more informative sentences. This phase comprises
two steps: simplification and compression.
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Simplification. Sentence simplification is performed by removing expressions or
phrases whose removal is less detrimental to the comprehension of the text.
Three types of structures are identified: sentence clauses, parenthetical phrases,
explanatory or qualifying phrases; and apposition phrases, which are a specific
type of parentheticals, composed by a noun phrase that describes, details or
modifies its antecedent (also a noun phrase).

Parentheticals are typically enclosed either by parenthesis, or by commas or
dashes. Appositions, in turn, can only be enclosed by commas or dashes and
consist of a noun phrase. These phrases are candidates to removal.

In order to identify the passages, the sentence parse tree (built in the identifi-
cation phase) is used. Once have been identified, all those passages are candidates
to be removed.

Apposition and parenthetical phrases are removed from the sentence without
further constraints, since they are considered less important than the rest of
the sentences. Concerning sentence clauses, for each sentence, the simplification
score (Equation 5) is computed. The simplification score is the sum of each word
score entering the sentence, divided by the length of the sentence.

simplificationScores =

∑
w∈s scorew

lengths
(5)

For each sentence, the algorithm selects each clause separately. Afterwards, the
simplification score is computed for both the main sentence and the new sentence.
If the new sentence has a higher simplification score than the one of the main
sentence, the main sentence is marked to be replaced by the sentence without
this clause.

Compression. The compression rate previously defined (either given by the user
or defined by default as 70% – the most commonly used default value – , that
is the summary will contain 30% of the words in the collection of texts) is then
applied to the collection of sentences, which are added to the final summary
based on its total number of words. If the total words of the already added
sentences reaches or surpasses the maximum number of words determined by
the compression rate, no more sentences will be added, and the summary is
created.

3.5 Presentation

Once the summary sentences have been identified, the summary is delivered to
the user in the form of a text file.

4 Evaluation

In order to perform evaluation we used the CSTNews corpora [1] (described be-
low), containing sets of texts in Portuguese and its corresponding ideal summaries.
Concerning the evaluation itself, we compared simba with gistsumm [12].
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gistsumm is a summarizer built to deal with texts in Portuguese. It is based
on the notion of gist, which is the most important passage of the text, conveyed
by just one sentence, the one that best expresses the text’s main topic. The
system algorithm relies on this sentence to produce extracts. gistsumm is the
only summarizer for Portuguese available on-line. Despite it has been built to
produce summaries from a single-document, it also performs multi-document
summarization by means of an option in its interface that allows to produce a
summary from a collection of texts. gistsumm is used as a baseline for our work.

4.1 Corpus

CSTNews is an annotated corpus, whose texts were collected from five Brazilian
newspapers. It contains 50 sets of news texts from several domains. Each set
contains in average 3 documents which address the same subject, accompanied
by its ideal summary. Table 1 summarizes the corpus data.

Table 1. Corpus statistics

Source texts statistics:

Total Average Total Average Total Average
documents documents sentences sentences words words

140 2.8 2,234 15.9 47,350 338.2

Ideal summaries statistics:

Total words Average words Average compression rate

6,859 137.18 85%

4.2 Results

First, for each set of the CSTNews corpora two summaries were created: one by
simba, and another by gistsumm.

In order to understand the differences that may lie between both summaries –
the gistsumm and the simba summary –, Table 2 details the phrases considered
in the simplification process.

Hence, 35% of the sentences have an apposition phrase, and 17% have a par-
enthetical phrase. Thus, in the simplification process, we can work with around
half of the sentences of the corpora. Appositions have in average five words, while
parentheticals have three words in average. In fact, there is a large number of
phrases to be examined. Considering both the apposition and the parenthetical
phrases, they provide a total of 4,437 words.

The summaries have a compression rate of 85%, which means that the sum-
mary contains 85% of the words contained in the set of texts. This is the chosen
value because it is the average compression rate of the ideal summaries.
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Table 2. Phrases that are candidates to removal in the simplification process

Apposition phrases:

Tot. Sentences Avg./document Avg./sentence Tot. Words Avg. Words

774 15 0.35 3457 5

Parenthetical phrases:

Tot. Sentences Avg./document Avg./sentence Tot. Words Avg. Words

369 3 0.17 980 3

After both summaries have been built, they were compared with the corpus
ideal summaries, using ROUGE [7]. In fact, a more precise metric of ROUGE was
used, ROUGE-L (longest common subsequence), since it identifies the common
subsequences between two sequences. The simplification process introduces gaps
in the extracted sentences. This metric does not require consecutive matches
but in-sequence matches, which reflect sentence level word order. This is a fairer
metric, considering the type of arrangements made in the text. Precision, recall
and f-measure values for each summarizer are detailed in Table 3.

Table 3. Multi-document evaluation metrics

gistsumm simba

Precision 0.38469 0.47375
Recall 0.43616 0.45542
F-measure 0.40398 0.45980

By observing graph in Figure 1, we can see that simba has a better perfor-
mance than gistsumm.

Fig. 1. ROUGE-L metric for gistsumm and simba summaries
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The complete summarization process has an overall better performance than
gistsumm. simba f-measure value overcomes the one of gistsumm in five per-
centage points, meaning that simba summaries have more significant information
than the ones of gistsumm.

The precision value obtained by simba is very interesting. A high precision
value means that considering all the information in the input texts, the retrieved
information is relevant. Thus, obtaining the most relevant information in the sen-
tences by discarding their less relevant data ensures that the summary contains
indeed the most important information conveyed by each of its sentences.

The recall values of the two systems are closer than the ones concerning
precision. Due to the simplification process, less in-sequence matches are likely
to be found in simba summaries, when compared to the ideal summaries. Thus,
its recall values should be similar or even decrease. Still, considering both recall
values, we can conclude that simba summaries cover more significant topics than
the summaries produced by gistsumm.

Thus, considering the evaluation results, we can conclude that this approach
produces better summaries when compared to the one used by gistsumm.

5 Concluding Remarks

The quality of an automatic summary can be improved by (1) performing specific
multi-document tasks – as removing the redundant information, or considering
all the texts in each set as a single information source; and (2) executing an
algorithm that seeks to optimize the content selection, combined with a simpli-
fication process that removes less relevant content, allowing the addition of new
relevant information.

Despite the core algorithm is language independent, this system uses language
specific tools that aim to improve not only the content selection, but also the
general quality of a summary produced from a collection of texts written in
Portuguese.

The multi-document summarizer presented relies on statistical features to per-
form summarization of a collection of texts in Portuguese. On the one hand, the
double-clustering approach identifies the most relevant sentences in the texts.
On the other, the simplification process removes from those sentences the infor-
mation that adds no crucial content to the final summary. As the encouraging
results, shown in the final evaluation, state, the combination of these two ap-
proaches produces highly informative summaries. In fact, these summaries not
only preserve the idea conveyed by the collection of texts to be summarized, but
also they cover the most significant topics mentioned in that collection.
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